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Ecological enrichment is not the growth of the economic value of a business entity and the use of surplus to fund de�cits, but the
coordinated growth of corporate citizens’ ecological value and economic value, which is conducive to the positive evolution of
ecological beauty and economic vitalization.�rough the game model, this paper makes a game analysis of various possibilities of
the game of ecological enrichment and further gives a balanced solution to the impetus of ecological enrichment. Positive-sum
return, return equilibrium, and dynamic equilibrium are all the necessary conditions for the positive selection of repeated games
for corporate citizens’ ecological enrichment and play a decisive role in the impetus of ecological enrichment.

1. Introduction

Ecological enrichment corresponds to a beauty economy,
that is, a beautiful ecological environment and high �ow and
wealth stock. Ecological enrichment is high-quality devel-
opment and a distinctive feature of a double carbon
economy and harmonious economy in the new era. Eco-
logical enrichment guided by ecological value in post rich
areas (coincrease of ecological value and economic value) is
conducive to giving full play to the ecological value ad-
vantage of post rich areas, solving the reverse evolution of
economic value and ecological environment and promoting
the positive evolution of beauty and economy, to achieve the
dual long-term goals of beautiful China (double carbon) and
rural vitalization (common prosperity).

2. Ecological Enrichment and Its Impetus

2.1. Ecological Enrichment and Its Superiority. Compared
with the goal of double carbon and common prosperity,
low-quality development has two limitations: �rstly, the
process of economic value growth in post rich areas is a
process of pollution transfer. �e economic value and the
ecological environment evolve in an opposite direction,

causing the post rich areas to fall into the trap of envi-
ronmental pollution with an upturn in the economy and
sacri�ce ecological beauty for economic growth, in which
the cost of pollution transfer goes against the original
intention of development; secondly, the process to fund
de�cits with the surplus of economic value in post rich
areas is a process of value transfer. �e use of surplus to
fund de�cits, regardless of transfer payment of wealth or
preferential allocation of resources, belongs to wealth
granting and does not create any wealth by itself. And the
longer the principal-agent chain, the higher the dissipative
value of wealth in funding de�cits with a surplus, and the
lower the e�ectiveness. [1].

To achieve the goal of double carbon and common
prosperity, it is necessary to reconstruct the evolutionary
relationship between GDP (economic vitalization, which
corresponds to low-quality development) and GEP (gross
ecosystem product, which corresponds to ecological en-
richment). Ecological Enrichment, also known as ecological
value-oriented vitalization, refers to giving full play to the
ecological value advantages of the post rich areas, trans-
forming the role of business entity to the corporate citizen,
realizing the positioning of the ecological industry chain and
ecological value chain, and realizing the coordinated growth
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of ecological value and economic value, to achieve the win-
win goal of ecological beauty and wealth creation teaching.
[2].

.e two advantages of ecological enrichment make up
for the two limitations of low-quality development well:
firstly, on the basis of preserving ecological enrichment and
giving full play to the ecological value advantages of the post
rich areas, material civilization and ecological civilization of
the post rich areas evolve in the same direction, avoiding the
transfer of pollution; secondly, ecological enrichment does
not mean using the surplus of economic value to fund
deficits; instead, it realizes the positive correlation and
evolution between economic value and ecological value,
while teaching how to get rich, with the positioning of
ecological industry chain and ecological value chain. In
addition, ecological enrichment is conducive to the reali-
zation of the long-term goal of harmony between man and
man and harmony between man and nature of a community
of shared future for mankind. So, ecological enrichment of
ecological value-oriented is equal to the ecological revital-
ization of environmental value-oriented + rural revitaliza-
tion of economic value-oriented, which has more economic
value than ecological revitalization and more environmental
value than rural revitalization.

2.2. Impetus of Ecological Enrichment. .e subject of envi-
ronmental enrichment is enterprises, which, by dichotomy,
are divided into the business entity and corporate citizens.
From the perspective of the human nature hypothesis,
business entity refers to the economic man taking economic
value as guidance to pursue the goal of maximizing eco-
nomic value (prioritizing profit rate and taking into account
the amount of profit) of self-worth; corporate citizens refer
to the self-actualizing man and social man taking ecological
value as guidance to pursue the goal of maximizing eco-
logical value (prioritizing economic value and taking into
account the environmental value) of stakeholders. Corporate
citizens are the first business entity, which has positive
externalities. At the same time, corporate citizens are social
men and should avoid negative externalities [3].

2.3. Impetus -eory of Ecological Enrichment. Contract
.eory analyzes the impetus of ecological enrichment from
the perspective of written contracts and psychological con-
tracts. .e written contract corresponds to the rigid impetus
of ecological enrichment, while the psychological contract
corresponds to the flexible impetus of ecological enrichment.
Utilitarianism analyzes the impetus of ecological enrichment
from the perspective of pursuing “the greatest happiness” and
holds that the impetus of ecological enrichment depends on
whether the choice of environmental enrichment can bring
corporate value, namely, whether the marginal benefit is
greater than marginal cost. .e theory of human nature
assumption includes four human nature hypothesis such as
economic man, self-actualizing man, social man, and com-
plex man hypothesis, which analyzes the impetus of eco-
logical enrichment from different human nature
assumptions. For example, the economic man assumption

implies that human nature is evil, which corresponds to the
impetus of a business entity. Self-actualizingman assumption
implies that human nature is good, and social man as-
sumption implies that human nature is group identity,
corresponding to the mission impetus of corporate citizens.
Stakeholder theory studies the impetus of ecological en-
richment from the diversified enterprise goals and holds that
enterprises, customers, employees, government, and other
stakeholders pursue different interest goals, such as enter-
prise value maximization, customer value maximization,
employee value maximization, ecological value maximiza-
tion, and so on. .e multiple goals of stakeholders jointly
determine the combined impetus of corporate citizens’
ecological enrichment [4]. Generally, the theory of human
nature hypothesis is the theory that best determines the
impetus of ecological enrichment.

2.4. Definition of Impetus of Ecological Enrichment. .e
impetus of ecological enrichment comes from corporate
niche, the more favorable the chosen ecological enrichment
is to the material or spiritual niche of an enterprise, the
greater the impetus of ecological enrichment. .e physical
niche corresponds to an explicit written contract and de-
termines the rigid impetus of ecological enrichment, and the
spiritual niche corresponds to an implicit psychological
contract and determines the flexible impetus of ecological
enrichment. At the same time, the corporate niche is
influenced by both the external public among the stake-
holders and the internal public, so the impetus of envi-
ronmental enrichment can be divided into external impetus
and internal impetus. As a result, ecological enrichment has
four impetuses, that is, an external rigid impetus (third-party
coercive impetus), an external flexible impetus (third-party
ethical impetus), an internal rigid impetus (economic im-
petus of business entity), and an internal flexible impetus
(mission impetus of corporate citizens) [5].

3. Game Analysis of Ecological Enrichment

3.1. Ecological Industry Chain and Ecological Value Chain.
From the perspective of positioning among businesses,
enterprises achieve ecological enrichment mainly by posi-
tioning the ecological industry chain. .e analyses on en-
vironments (macro environment, industrial environment,
and competitive environment), missions (corporate citizens’
ecological value mission and business entities’ economic
value mission), and strengths (corporate resources and
corporate value chain) jointly determine the positioning of
the corporate ecological industry chain. In the practice of
positioning among businesses, there are two game strategies,
positioning the economic industry chain of business entities
and positioning the ecological industry chain of corporate
citizens [6].

From the perspective of positioning internal business,
enterprises achieve ecological enrichment mainly by posi-
tioning the ecological value chain. .e four links, including
green research and development (dark green technology and
light green technology), green production (clean production
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and virtual production), green marketing (green logistics
and network direct marketing), and green brand (low-
carbon certification and ecological brand), jointly constitute
the ecological value chain positioning of enterprises. In the
practice of positioning internal business, there are two game
strategies, positioning the economic value chain of business
entities and positioning the ecological value chain of cor-
porate citizens [7–9].

In the practice of ecological enrichment game, the choice
of ecological enrichment not only depends on the expected
return of individuals, but also depends on the influence of
the expected return of individuals from other enterprises
choosing or not choosing ecological enrichment in post-rich
areas. In the theory of ecological enrichment game, the game
and impetus of ecological enrichment of corporate citizens
are the cooperation-competition game and impetus posi-
tioning of ecological industry chain and ecological value
chain.

3.2. Game Model Hypothesis and Element Definition. In
order to construct the game model, the following four as-
sumptions are made:

(1) .e total number of players in the post rich areas
who choose or do not choose ecological enrichment
is N.

(2) Player choosing ecological enrichment strategy
means corporate citizens in the post rich areas im-
plement the positioning of the ecological industry
chain and ecological value chain, and the player not
choosing ecological enrichment strategy means
business entities in the post rich areas implement the
positioning of the economic industry chain and
economic value chain.

(3) With the increase of the number M of the players in
the post rich areas who choose ecological enrich-
ment, namely, positive selection, the expected return
of corporate citizens shows an increasing trend, and
the positive selection return curve PS inclines up-
ward to the right.

(4) With the increase of the number N-M of the players
who do not choose ecological enrichment, namely,
adverse selection, the expected return of business
entities shows a decreasing trend, and the adverse
selection return curve AS inclines downward to the
left.

Based on such assumptions, “PARTS,” the five elements
of ecological enrichment game are defined as follows: Player
refers to the rational decision-making subject that takes its
own value maximization as the criterion, that is, all the
enterprises in the post rich areas that choose or do not
choose ecological enrichment. Added values refer to the
economic or ecological value added by the game choice, that
is, the achievement of the dual goals of maximum corporate
value and maximum ecological value by the player by
choosing ecological enrichment. Rules refer to the game
decision procedure and value allocation agreement, that is,

the distribution of benefits or risks corresponding to added
value by players according to written contracts and psy-
chological contracts. Tactics means the specific decision
method game choice, that is, the players establish a common
vision and choose ecological enrichment, or they do not
trust each other and do not choose ecological enrichment.
Scope refers to the quantitative boundary of each element of
the game, that is, the industry chain scope, game time, game
times, and other conditions of the players in ecological
enrichment game.

3.3. Game Model Analysis. Among the five elements of an
ecological enrichment game, the change of any element may
lead to different strategies for the players..e following is an
analysis of various game possibilities of ecological enrich-
ment in post rich areas.

3.3.1. Smooth SlopeModel. Figure 1 is a smooth slopemodel.
N is the number of players in the post rich areas, M is the
number of players making a positive selection, N-M is
the number of players making an adverse selection, and the
vertical axis represents the expected return of positive or
adverse selection. Positive selection return curve PS in-
clining upward to the right and adverse selection return
curve AS inclining downward to the left cannot make the
players in the ecological enrichment game be motivated by
positive selection or tempted by adverse selection. When the
expected return of the players’ adverse selection exceeds that
of their positive selection, the curve PS is located below the
curve AS, and at this time, the players may collectively make
an adverse selection to obtain higher returns.

In the game practice of ecological enrichment in post
rich areas, many situations will lead to smooth slopes. For
example, due to the change in the macro environment and
industry environment, the dual goal of maximizing enter-
prise value and ecological value (added value change) cannot
be achieved by choosing ecological enrichment; there are
many disputes about the expected return and risk distri-
bution of environmental enrichment in the written contract
or psychological contract, or the information of positive and
adverse selections is asymmetric (rules misleading); the
players use each other rather than trusting each other and
have different views on the expected return and the prospect
of choosing ecological enrichment (tactical loopholes); in the
process of choosing ecological enrichment, the variables
such as the industry chain scope, game time, and game times
of players change (scope variables). Because the return of
point F is higher than that of point B, curve AS is the rational
choice of players, and the collective adverse selection of
players eventually leads players to slide down the smooth
slope to point E of curve AS [10]. In the smooth slope model
of ecological enrichment, the players can obtain a higher
expected return from adverse selection than that from
positive selection, and the number of players who choose
ecological enrichment declines along the smooth slope,
ultimately causing ecological enrichment only with slogans
and lacking motivation.
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3.3.2. Self-Resistance Slope Model. Figure 2 is a self-resis-
tance slope model. .e differences from Figure 1 are that
the expected return of adverse selection decreases and
adverse selection return curve AS moves down, inter-
secting with the positive selection return curve PS at point
X; the lowest point A of curve PS is higher than the lowest
point E of curve AS, and the highest point B of curve PS is
lower than the highest point F of curve AS. On the right
side of point X, the return of point F is higher than that of
point B, indicating that adverse selection is the best policy
for the players; on the left side of point X, the return of
point A is higher than that of point E, indicating positive
selection is the best policy for the players. In the self-re-
sistance slope model of ecological enrichment, the written
contract and psychological contract of ecological enrich-
ment cannot effectively restrain every player, and point X
instead of point B (the optimal scale boundary) becomes
the scaled boundary of the number of players making the
positive selection.

In the game practice of ecological enrichment, com-
pared with oligopoly industries with a small number of
players, monopolistic competitive industries with a large
number of players face more uncertainties of the returns
from choosing ecological enrichment with the increase in
the number of players, and some players may make an
adverse selection to reach the critical scale boundary at
point X. .e self-resistance slope can be set by “PARTS” to
change the expected return of choosing ecological en-
richment and that of not choosing ecological enrichment,
so that the number of players not choosing ecological
enrichment will be blocked at a certain number, instead of
falling completely or even bringing the strategy of
choosing ecological enrichment to collapse [11–13]. When
curve AS slides down to point X, the choice of ecological
enrichment will become favorable, and the dominant
strategy of the players will change to choosing ecological
enrichment from not choosing ecological enrichment. In
the self-resistance slope game, when an adverse selection
strategy occurs at point X, the initiator of ecological en-
richment can strengthen the external negative reinforce-
ment of adverse selection through the setting of the five
elements of the ecological enrichment game, so as to

prevent the probability of adverse selection by the players
and move point X to the right. In the Internet + era, ex-
ternal positive reinforcement or negative reinforcement
can be made to rectify deviations, prevent the self-resis-
tance slope from becoming a smooth slope, and increase
the rightward displacement scale of point X of the self-
resistance slope model and thus increase the number of
corporate citizens who choose ecological enrichment in
post rich areas.

3.3.3. Viscous SlopeModel. Figure 3 is a viscous slope model.
.e differences from Figure 2 are that the positive selection
return curve PS and adverse selection return curve AS ex-
change their places..e best collective policy of the players is
at point B of curve PS. On the left side of X, the expected
return of choosing ecological enrichment is less than that of
not choosing ecological enrichment, and players show a
trend of the smooth slope. On the right side of point X, the
expected return of choosing ecological enrichment is greater
than that of not choosing ecological enrichment, and at
point B, players are motivated to collectively make a positive
selection, avoiding the vicious slope from becoming a
smooth slope.

In the game practice of ecological enrichment, if a certain
number of players choose ecological enrichment in post rich
areas, ecological enrichment will enter a virtuous cycle and
the expected return of players from choosing ecological
enrichment will be greater than that from not choosing
ecological enrichment; however, if the certain number is not
reached, the ecosystem of ecological enrichment will not
enter a virtuous cycle and the expected return of players
from not choosing ecological enrichment will be greater
than that from choosing ecological enrichment.

By “PARTS” setting, the initiator of ecological enrich-
ment can make the return from positive selection greater
than that from adverse selection and correct adverse se-
lection motivation. When players collectively strive for point
B, ecological enrichment becomes a rational solution.
However, before the rational expectation of choosing
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ecological enrichment is established, if the ecological value
chain has nothing to do with enterprise income or the
positive selection suffers a loss, players will be tempted to
abandon the income at point A and choose the income at
point E, and finally all players make an adverse selection. In
the vicious slope model, the turning point of the game is the
critical number of players choosing ecological enrichment;
when it is less than the critical number, players will pursue
the range of not choosing ecological enrichment at the left
side of point X; when it is larger than the critical number,
players will pursue the range of choosing ecological en-
richment at the right side of point X [14–16].

3.3.4. Cycle-Step Model. Figure 4 is a cycle-step model. From
point A, the expected return from choosing ecological enrich-
ment is greater than that from not choosing ecological enrich-
ment, to choose ecological enrichment is a dominant strategy
taken by players, and positive selection return curve PS controls
adverse selection return curveAS.When reaching point Bwhere
curve AS and curve PS intersect, the expected return from
choosing ecological enrichment changes in direction, and the
return of curve AS is greater than that of curve ps (curve ps and
curve PS have opposite expected returns). At point B, curve AS
becomes a smooth slope and players slide down to point A..e
cycle step starts from point A and the expected return from the
positive selection is solid linePS; if the cycle step starts frompoint
B, theexpectedreturnwillbecomedotted lineps. Inthecycle-step
game model, the apex of positive selection is the beginning of
adverse selection when the expected return from choosing
ecological enrichment changes in direction [17].

In an ecological enrichment game, players are always
rational and believe that the other parties are rational too.
Under the conditions of repeated games and failure of external
correction, if a playermakes an adverse selection before ending
the last cooperative game, the strategy of “Like for Like” fails, at
least for this game..e group game logic of players is the same
as that of the individual game: each game is subject to reverse
reasoning, the best strategy taken by players in the group game

is to make an adverse selection from the first game and players
may be trapped in the cycle steps if they choose ecological
enrichment..erefore, in order to prevent the opposite party’s
adverse selection in the last round of the ecological enrichment
game, each player may cause the positive selection to fall short.
In the practice of ecological enrichment, the policies of eco-
nomic vitalization and ecological enrichment alternate with
each other, and ecological enrichment is often trapped in cycle
steps in case of regional transfer and protection of polluting
enterprises. .e initiator of ecological enrichment should
adjust the group expectation when the expected return of
environmental enrichment is likely to reverse (at point B), so
as to avoid the failure of positive selection.

4. Impetus Analysis on Ecological Enrichment

According to the game analysis on ecological enrichment,
the initiator of ecological enrichment should adjust the five-
game elements. Only when the expected return of game
parties from the positive selection is greater than that from
adverse selection, will the parties be motivated to make
ecological enrichment, and then the strategy of ecological
enrichment will enter a virtuous circle. So that the rela-
tionship between the game analysis and impetus analysis of
environmental enrichment is that before there is the impetus
of ecological enrichment, there will be the revenue incre-
ment by the rational game analysis of ecological enrichment.
All parties in the ecological enrichment game seek to
maximize their returns, which include not only short-term
return and absolute financial income but also long-term
income and relative competitiveness. Especially when game
parties of ecological enrichment are in a competitive or
potential competitive relationship, knowing each other
under repeated games that the positive feedback and neg-
ative feedback laws will lead to the increase and decrease of
the returns and the competitiveness..erefore, game players
of ecological enrichment not only pay attention to the ab-
solute returns of ecological enrichment but also pay more
attention to its relative returns [18]. .e following is a
balanced solution to the impetus of ecological enrichment
from the perspective of the absolute return of static game
and the relative return of dynamic game, respectively.

4.1. Static Impetus of Ecological Enrichment

4.1.1. Static Game Assumption. In order to construct a static
game return matrix of ecological enrichment, the following
two assumptions are made:
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(1) .ere are only two enterprises, A and B, in post rich
areas, which play a game or repeated games under
the condition of constant relative competitiveness

(2) When these two enterprises obtain positive-sum
total returns from ecological enrichment (namely
1 + 1> 2), they distribute the returns according to the
proportion of resources invested in ecological
enrichment

4.2. Static Impetus Equilibrium. Figure 5 is the static game
return matrix of players’ ecological enrichment. In a static
game, the players’ return function has nothing to do with the
relative return gap. I0 is the total investment in ecological
enrichment; P0 is the total returns of enterprises A and B
from ecological enrichment; λ1 and λ2 are, respectively, the
proportion of the agreed investment (distribution) of en-
terprises A and B in ecological enrichment to the total in-
vestment (total return), λ1 + λ2 � 1, and suppose λ1 ≠ λ2.
Among the two pure-strategy Nash equilibriums of the static
return matrix, the lower right corner of Figure 5 where they
both choose ecological enrichment is the positive-sum total
return, which is the only pure-strategy Nash equilibrium
[19]. In ecological enrichment practice, the greater the ab-
solute return in the lower right corner of the return matrix,
the more motivated players are to choose ecological
enrichment.

4.3. Dynamic Impetus of Ecological Enrichment. Figure 5 is
the dynamic game return matrix of players’ ecological en-
richment. In a dynamic game, the players’ return function is
related to the relative return gap. Industry correlation co-
efficient of players is δ (δ ∈ [0,1]); P1 and P2 are, respectively,
the returns of Enterprise A and B from ecological enrich-
ment: P1 � P0λ1 +(λ1-λ2) P0δ-I0λ1 and P2 � P0λ2 + (λ2−λ1)
P0δ−I0λ2. In the dynamic return matrix, there are two pure-
strategy Nash equilibriums too, and the lower right corner
where they both choose ecological enrichment is a deter-
ministic solution. Because the conditions of the determin-
istic Nash equilibriums where they both choose ecological
enrichment are P1 ≥ 0 and P2 ≥ 0, the conditions under
which the investment allocation ratio meets ecological en-
richment demand are worked out, namely,

λ2 ≥
P0δ

P0 − I0 + 2P0δ
. (1)

By setting the return on investment in ecological en-
richment as α, P0 � I0 (1 + α), equation (1) can be further
simplified, namely,

λ2 ≥
δ

α/1 + α + 2δ
. (2)

Four deductions can be drawn from equation (2): (1)
when the industry correlation coefficient δ is constant,
players can adjust the investment (distribution) ratios λ1 and
λ2 through contract or external correction, so as to establish
the condition equation of environmental enrichment and
motivate all players to make ecological enrichment; (2) when

δ is constant, the greater the return on investment α, the
higher the positive-sum returns of group game, and the
greater the incentive for players to make ecological en-
richment; (3) when δ and α are both constant, the larger the
investment (distribution) ratio of an enterprise λ, the greater
the incentive for an enterprise to make ecological enrich-
ment; and (4) when δ, α,and λ are all constant, the bigger the
relative return gap of an enterprise which is beneficial to
itself, the greater the incentive for an enterprise to make
ecological enrichment.

.e same is true for repeated game analysis of ecological
enrichment by multiple enterprises. In order to motivate the
enterprises in the same or different industries and areas rich
after foreign aid (wealth creation teaching) to make eco-
logical enrichment in the process of dynamic repeated
games, we should not only consider the equilibrium of
absolute return distribution among players but also consider
the adverse impact of the relative return gap on the impetus
of ecological enrichment. .e impetuses of ecological en-
richment include static and dynamic impetus. .e static
impetus corresponds to positive-sum return and returns
equilibrium, is the game source impetus, and is the single
game impetus of ecological enrichment. .e dynamic im-
petus corresponds to dynamic equilibrium, which is the
repeated game impetus of ecological enrichment [20].

5. Conclusions

(1) Ecological enrichment is not the growth of economic
value or the use of surplus to fund deficits, but the
positioning of the ecological industry chain and
ecological value chain and the dual achievement of
ecological value and economic value. Contract,
stakeholder, human nature hypothesis, and other
theories should be jointly taken into account in
defining the four impetuses of ecological enrich-
ment: internal, external, voluntary, and compulsory.
Generally, the four composite impetuses are the
impetus for the ecological enrichment of corporate
citizens.

(2) From the perspective of an ecological enrichment
game, it is necessary to meet two conditions, in-
cluding corporate citizens’ positive-sum return
(return condition) and return equilibrium (contract
conditions), only under which can enterprises make
a positive selection (choosing ecological enrich-
ment), rather than an adverse selection (not
choosing ecological enrichment).
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(3) From the perspective of ecological enrichment im-
petus, it is necessary to meet two conditions, in-
cluding the growth of corporate citizens’ absolute
return (static impetus equilibrium) and favorable
relative returns (dynamic impetus equilibrium), only
under which can enterprises be motivated to make
ecological enrichment.

(4) Based on the above two perspectives, three condi-
tions are needed in enhancing the impetus of eco-
logical enrichment: positive-sum return, return
equilibrium, and dynamic equilibrium. Positive-sum
return is the game source impetus of ecological
enrichment of corporate citizens, return equilibrium
is the single game impetus of ecological enrichment
of corporate citizens, and dynamic equilibrium is the
repeated game impetus of ecological enrichment of
corporate citizens.

.e impetus of environmental enrichment is a com-
plicated system. By establishing the model of the solution
and describing the current situation of the solution with an
axiomatic approach, the optimal solution of the impetus
game of ecological enrichment players can be obtained. As a
whole, positive-sum return, return equilibrium, and dy-
namic equilibrium are all the necessary conditions for the
positive selection in the repeated games of environmental
enrichment and play a decisive role in the impetus of
ecological enrichment. Government citizens and society
citizens can rectify the impetus for corporate citizens to
make ecological enrichment through external positive re-
inforcement (ecological subsidies, ecological honor roll, and
so on) and negative reinforcement (ecological taxes, eco-
logical blacklists, and so on).
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